TRACES OF TRUTH
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1. PREHISTORY OF THE TRC

Includes:
- Prehistory
- Establishment of the TRC
- Early perceptions and challenges

1.1 ARTICLES


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Makhubela, K. Will truth be enough to reconcile SA? Mayibuye (December 1995).


Miller, A. A time to remember, Odyssey 19, no. 4 (1995).


Motala, A. Case notes: Azanian people’s Organization (AZAPO) and Others vs. President of the Republic of South Africa and Others, Interights Bulletin 10 (1996).


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History History Archive (November 2006)


### 1.2 BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)
1.3 THESES

2. HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

Includes:
- “As complete a picture as possible [of human rights violations]”
- “Causes of HRV”
- “Nature of HRV”
- “Extent of HRV”
- Sample case studies
- Issues around investigation and corroboration
- Debates on even-handedness

2.1 ARTICLES


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Gama, P. "They have killed my son". Testimony to the Truth Commission, *Index on Censorship* 25, no. 5 (1996):54-57.


Ignatieff, M. Digging up the dead, *New Yorker* 73, no. 34 (Nov. 10, 1997):84.


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Orr, W. Comments as coordinator of the hearings and TRC Commissioner, 'Health, truth and reconciliation', *South African Medical Journal* 87, no. 7 (July 1997).


Siebert, H. Healing the memories: Cutting the cord between victim and perpetrator, *Track Two* 6, no. 3/4 (1997).


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Whittle, B. A true milestone: The ALS admitted its past failures, apologised and, in return, received a fair hearing from the TRC, *De Rebus* 359 (1997):772-774.

### 2.2 BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)
2.3 THESES


3. AMNESTY

Includes:
- Full disclosure
- Amnesty debates and decisions
- Perpetrators

3.1 ARTICLES


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


### 3.2 BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


3.3 THESES


Katja, B. 1997. The South African amnesty debate as a compromise achieving reconciliation under referring to the experiences in Argentina, Chile and Germany, LLM thesis, University of Cape Town.


4. REPARATIONS AND REHABILITATION

Includes:
- Victims
- Restoration of human and civil dignity
- Storytelling
- Recommendations

4.1 ARTICLES


Botman, R. Justice that restores. How reparations must be made, *Track Two* 6, no. 3-4 (1997).


Russel-Brown, S. Out of the crooked timber of humanity: The conflict between South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission and international human rights

Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


### 4.2 BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


4.3 THESES


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)
5. AFTERMATH

Includes:
- Analysis of TRC
- Legal challenges
- Impact and unfinished business

5.1 ARTICLES


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)

Benn, C. Reconciliation with a ‘new’ lustre: the South African example as a paradigm for dealing with the political past of the German Democratic Republic, Journal of Theology for Southern Africa (July 2002)


Braude, C. The Archbishop, the private detective and the angel of history, Current Writing 8, no. 2 (1996).


Christiansé, Y. At the fault line - Writers in the shadow of truth and reconciliation, New Coin 32, no. 2 (1996):70-75.


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Garman, A. Media creation. How the TRC and the media have impacted on each other, *Track Two* 6, no. 3/4 (1997).


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Green, P. Struggling for memory against forgetting*: English-language newspapers may have been too timid, even collaborated, *Nieman Reports* 52, no. 4 (1998):58-63.

Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Harris, V. Contesting memory and forgetting: the archive of South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Innovation 24 (2002).


Hayes, G. We suffer out memories: thinking about the past, healing and reconciliation, American Imago 55, no. 1 (1998).

Hayner, P. Commissioning the truth: Further questions, Third World Quarterly 17, no. 1 (1996).


Howe, D. In South Africa the truth can only take you so far, New Statesman 6 (November 1998).


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Muller, A. Facing our shadow side. Afrikaners must own their complicity, *Track Two 6*, no. 3-4 (1997).

Muller, A. Gerhard Koornhof (NP) and Willie Hofmeyer (ANC) on their parties' views of the TRC, *Track Two 6*, no. 3-4 (1997).


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Odendaal, A. For all its flaws: The TRC as a peacebuilding tool, *Track Two* 6, no. 3/4 (1997).


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Tsedu, M. Questioning if guilt without punishment will lead to reconciliation, \textit{Nieman Reports} 53/54 (2000):220-222.

Tutu, D. Contrition, confession, forgiveness, \textit{Focus} 7, no. 2 (1996).


Uys, P-D. The truth, the whole truth and nothing but, *Index on Censorship* 25, no. 5 (1996):46-47.

Uys, P-D. Tears, anger, forgiveness, *Index on Censorship* 25, no. 5 (1996):44.


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


### 5.2 BOOKS AND BOOK CHAPTERS


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Sachs, A. 2000. "His name was Henri", in James & Van Der Vijver (eds.) 2000:95.


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)

Theissen, G 1997. *Between acknowledgement and ignorance. How White South Africans have dealt with the apartheid past*. CSVR.


**5.3 THESES**


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


Select TRC bibliography compiled by Historical Papers (University of Witwatersrand) and South African History Archive (November 2006)


6. ONLINE RESOURCES

6.1 Official South African TRC website

http://www.doj.gov.za/trc/

6.2 University of Ghent TRC research bibliography compiled by Annelies Verdoolaege

http://cas.1.elis.rug.ac.be/avrug/trc.htm

6.3 Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation (CSVR) publications

http://www.csrv.org.za/pubslist/pubstrc.htm

6.4 “TRC: Commissioning the Past” Conference, 7-9 June 1999

www.trcresearch.org.za

6.5 United States Institute of Peace

http://www.usip.org/library/truth.html

6.6 International Conflict Research (INCORE), University of Ulster, guide to Internet resources on truth and reconciliation

http://www.incore.ulst.ac.uk/services/cds/themes/truth.html#articles

6.6 Netherlands Institute for South Africa (NIZA) annotated bibliography of the South African TRC

http://www.niza.nl/docs/200416151407561625.pdf

6.7 Contrast.org TRC files

7. AUDIOVISUAL COLLECTIONS


